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38 Arbitration in its Psychological Context: A contextual
behavioural account of arbitral decision-making 
Tony Cole, Pietro Ortolani, Sean Wright

This concluding chapter presents a program for a more ‘contextual’ approach to the application of

psychology to arbitration than has been adopted within arbitration scholarship thus far. It speci�cally

examines the area of Contextual Behavioral Science (CBS), which focuses on the ‘act in context’,

treating behaviour as inseparable from the circumstances that surround it. Such a context-sensitive

approach allows new light to be shed on the psychology of arbitration, while also unifying the existing

literature within a new epistemic framework that o�ers the advantage of not only predicting but also

of potentially in�uencing the behaviour of interest in arbitration. While psychology can be applied to

arbitration in many ways, the chapter focuses on arbitrator reasoning. It addresses the professional

context of arbitration, scrutinizing how individual conceptions of the role of the arbitrator can

in�uence reasoning. The chapter also considers the social context of arbitration, analysing the

relations between the hierarchical character of the arbitration community and the existence of

cognitive biases.

As a matter of principle, humanity is precarious: each person can only believe what he recognizes

to be true internally and, at the same time, nobody thinks or makes up his mind without already

being caught up in certain relationships with others, which leads him to opt for a particular set of

opinions.

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The World of Perception
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38.1 Arbitration never happens in isolation

WHILE traditionally arbitration scholarship focused on practical issues, arguing for re�nements of

arbitration laws or attempting to identify a core of procedural ‘best practices’, a growing strain of

arbitration scholarship has begun to focus on developing a deeper and more ambitious understanding of

arbitration.  In this attempt to attain theoretical insights into a traditionally practice-dominated �eld,

scholars increasingly borrow epistemic tools from �elds as diverse as sociology, economics, philosophy and

psychology.

1p. 911

2

Psychology in particular has a clear appeal as a mechanism for moving beyond discussions of black-letter

law and legal practice. Arbitration, after all, is fundamentally an activity undertaken by human actors, and

unlike in litigation those actors have been largely freed from pre-ordained rules, allowing personal beliefs

and preferences to play the core role in the creation of the dispute resolution process. Numerous questions

spontaneously ensue, for which psychology appears to o�er particular expertise: Do arbitrators act like

judges? Are they legal decision-makers or commercial problem-solvers? What are the parties’

expectations? Are arbitrators really impartial and independent? Do arbitrators’ cultural and legal

backgrounds in�uence the reasoning patterns within a tribunal? What cognitive biases exist, and how

should they be countered?3

The relations between arbitration and psychology, hence, are a particularly promising �eld of analysis: the

scrutiny of the internal workings of arbitration, beyond mere formalities, is almost instinctively linked to

the need to understand what happens in the heads of those who make arbitration. Yet interdisciplinary work

always carries with it a substantial risk. Just as general guides to dispute resolution often produce little more

than trite and oversimpli�ed portrayals of arbitration, so arbitration specialists who attempt to invoke

psychological research when analysing arbitration risk misunderstanding a �eld in which they are not

themselves genuinely expert.4

One central risk underlying many e�orts to look at arbitration from a psychological perspective lies in the

temptation to separate psychological phenomena from their context. In a nutshell, one may think that in

order to understand how those involved in arbitration think, it is desirable and necessary to isolate their

psychology from its surroundings. Following this line of reasoning, one could assume that by undertaking

ever more sophisticated empirical studies of how successful individual arbitrators solve cases, we can �nally

understand how arbitration works. This methodological starting point, though, is fraught with pitfalls, as it

fails to take into account the inextricable connections that always exist between the minds of human beings

and the context in which those human beings operate. Any behaviour is, to a large extent, in�uenced and

determined by the circumstances within which it takes place,  and reasoning itself is never free of

contextual in�uences.

p. 912

5

This is a particularly important point to recognize for arbitration, as arbitration never happens in isolation:

from the conclusion of an arbitration agreement to the commencement of the proceedings, from the taking

of evidence to the rendering of the award, all aspects of arbitration are based on complex sets of interactions

between di�erent actors.  Yet while arbitration’s relative lack of strict rules might seem to free those actors

to behave ‘purely’, re�ecting only their personal judgments and beliefs, arbitration as a �eld of practice is

replete with contextual in�uences. The absence of formal rules in arbitration has not resulted in the

creation of a value-free vacuum, in which every arbitral actor is free to be him/herself, but rather in the

intensi�cation of ‘softer’ forms of social control,  in which an arbitrator’s self-conception of her role, the

opinions of others in the �eld, and the ability to demonstrate adherence to community-endorsed ‘norms’ of

arbitration, have taken on a central importance.

6

7

8

Without considering these in�uences on arbitral actors, no application of psychology to arbitration can

provide real insights into arbitration as it actually functions in practice. While isolated studies of how
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arbitrators solve problems can provide important information, an arbitrator solving a problem during an

empirical study is freed from precisely the social and professional in�uences that may be impacting his/her

reasoning while solving actual cases.

This chapter is intended to lay out a programme for a more ‘contextual’ approach to the application of

psychology to arbitration than has been adopted within arbitration scholarship thus far. It will not attempt

to deliver an exhaustive overview of the ways that psychology can be or has been applied to arbitration,

but will instead attempt to demonstrate the fruitfulness of studying behaviour ‘in context’. In so doing it

will rely in particular on work in the area of Contextual Behavioral Science (CBS),  which focuses on the ‘act

in context’, treating behaviour as inseparable from the circumstances (historical and situational) that

surround it.  Such a context-sensitive approach allows new light to be shed on the psychology of

arbitration, while also unifying the existing literature within a new epistemic framework that o�ers the

advantage of not only predicting but also potentially in�uencing the behaviour of interest in arbitration.

p. 913

9

10

While psychology can be applied to arbitration in many ways, this chapter will focus on arbitrator reasoning.

Section 38.2 presents contextualism as an alternative to mechanistic accounts of psychological phenomena.

Section 38.3 addresses the professional context of arbitration, scrutinizing how individual conceptions of

the role of the arbitrator can in�uence reasoning. Section 38.4 deals with the social context of arbitration,

analysing the relations between the hierarchical character of the arbitration community and the existence

of cognitive biases. Section 38.5 concludes.

38.2 Contextualism as an alternative to mechanistic accounts of
psychological phenomena

While psychology as a �eld has never ignored the impacts that other people and the environment in which

we live can have on our lives, the successes of physiological research into mental operations have led

cognitive psychology, the study of mental processes, to be dominated by a particular, ‘mechanistic’ view of

mental phenomena.  While psychologists themselves are rarely explicit about their underlying theoretical

assumptions, focusing instead on the analysis or diagnosis of particular mental phenomena, psychology’s

goal of scienti�cally analysing human behaviour is profoundly in�uenced by the intellectual commitments

of a given psychologist’s underlying philosophy of science.

11

Consider, for example, a man diagnosed with clinical depression who wakes up at 6 a.m., feels fatigued,

thinks ‘There is no point to going out today’, and returns to sleep for several hours. Accounting for this

behaviour (staying in bed) requires a choice of one of several alternative philosophies of science, each of

which o�ers a di�erent explanatory route. Within contemporary psychology, the most commonly chosen

philosophical stance is what is often labelled mechanism.  Under this theory, explanation of human

behaviour is developed through reliance on a metaphor of a human being as a form of machine: the

psychologist’s aim is not to understand an individual’s behaviour as it unfolds in context, attempting to

examine the reasoning and in�uences that lead him to make the decisions that he makes; rather, it is to

identify ‘the machine parts, their interrelations, and the forces involved in these relations’.

p. 914

12

13

In the example just used of the depressed man, a ‘mechanistic’ explanation for his behaviour might, for

instance, focus upon the interactions between biological units within his body, such as an attentional bias in

depression toward negative stimuli, which is mediated by di�erent activity in brain structures including the

anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala, thalamus, and pre-frontal cortex.  Alternatively, his behaviour could

be explained as arising from a tendency toward excess sleep (hypersomnolence) caused by hypothesized

‘chemical imbalances’  or observed gene variants that predispose him towards depression.  Through such

explanations, psychologists relying upon a mechanistic philosophy of science are able to reduce

14

15 16
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psychological phenomena to steps in a causal chain, thereby allowing them to ground their e�orts in

research and diagnostic methodologies common across the physical sciences.

Importantly, while biological explanations are a prominent part of mechanism in psychology, adopting a

mechanistic worldview does not require adopting a biological conception of psychology, and a mechanistic

explanation can also be constructed by connecting behaviours, rather than physical processes. For example,

a mechanistic explanation for the depressed man’s decision to stay in bed might specify a causal relation

between thoughts and experiences, rather than biological events (e.g. ‘He did action X because he had

previously done actions A and B, and he believes C’). The essential component of mechanism is the use of

the metaphor of the ‘machine’, not any particular conception of the parts that constitute the machine.

p. 915

How well does the mechanistic approach to psychology work? Unsurprisingly, given the dominance it has

come to achieve in cognitive psychology, the answer is that it can work very well. Of course, judging the

success of a philosophical theory requires clarifying the basis on which it can be claimed to be successful,

and di�erent theories may adopt di�erent standards for success. Adopting, however, what Stephen Pepper

has argued to be the ‘truth criterion’ for mechanistic theories, of ‘predictive veri�cation’,  or the extent to

which a theory can predict real-world examples of a phenomenon, mechanism has proved to be a very

successful approach to the study of psychology. With respect to depression, for instance, Aaron Beck’s

theory that depression is caused by maladaptive patterns of thinking about the self  has been supported by

brain scans that indicate that more depressed individuals show more activity in limbic areas of the brain

when deliberately thinking negative things about themselves.

17

18

19

Due to its tremendous success in the physical and biological sciences, the mechanistic approach has been

widely adopted in psychology. Yet it is not the only approach to analysis present in contemporary

psychology, and in recent decades dissatisfaction with mechanism has led to a rise in attempts to provide

alternative ‘contextualist’ explanations for psychological phenomena. While, as described above, the root

metaphor in mechanism is the ‘machine’, in contextualism the root metaphor is the ‘act-in-context’,

emphasizing that human actions cannot be properly understood without consideration of the broader

context in which they are undertaken.20

To return to the previous example of the man su�ering from depression, the mechanistic explanation of

this decision to stay in bed invoked a causal chain, perhaps identifying brain states and body states that

connected in sequence to result in the action of staying in bed. A contextualist explanation, on the other

hand, would focus on the idea that every action is ‘performed by someone for some purpose in some

context.’  Consequently, this theory argues, a proper understanding of an action cannot be gained by

merely referring to certain processes that are claimed to have resulted in the action being performed.

Rather, any adequate explanation must focus on the context in which the action was taken, ‘context’ being

interpreted broadly to include not only the physical environment but relevant history, social in�uences,

etc.  In the words of one commentator, ‘the entire universe and all of time are considered part of the full

context of any event.’  Contextualist analysis, of course, requires identifying those aspects of an act’s

context that have particular importance in explaining the act.

21

22p. 916
23

A further important di�erence between mechanism and contextualism relates to what has been referred to

above as the ‘truth condition’ each philosophy adopts. As noted previously, for mechanism, what makes an

explanation true is that it predicts occurrences of the phenomenon. Contextualism, on the other hand,

invokes a truth condition of ‘successful working’, according to which ‘[a]nalyses are true only in terms of

the accomplishment of particular goals’.  That is, a contextualist analysis is true if it results in e�ective

action and the achievement of desired goals. Successful working requires, of course, accurate prediction of

events, and so in this respect there is an overlap between mechanism and contextualism. However, for the

contextualist mere prediction of the occurrence of an event does not su�ce, as only with further contextual

information is it possible to alter behaviour to achieve desired goals.

24
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The comparison of these two truth conditions brings out an important fact about the ‘choice’ between

mechanism and contextualism: on a factual level, the two theories are not inconsistent. A contextualist need

not deny that the universe operates in accordance with laws, and consequently that all psychological events

can be described as the result of causal chains, just as a mechanist would claim. Mechanism and

contextualism are not metaphysical theories, positing con�icting accounts of the nature of reality or of

human beings.  They are, rather, theories of explanation, and, in the words of philosopher Hilary Putnam,

‘Explanation is an interest-relative notion.’  A mechanistic account of the depressed man’s decision to stay

in bed is true if it allows us to predict accurately when he will stay in bed. On the other hand, a contextualist

explanation is true if it allows the man to alter his behavior in a desired manner. Both explanations can

simultaneously be true. The important question is which is the more e�ective for use in psychological

analysis.

25

26

27

It is our position that contextualism provides the more e�ective approach for the application of psychology

to arbitration. While mechanistic approaches have resulted in great progress in cognitive and

neuroscienti�c work, simply knowing, for example, that activity in the amygdala di�ers in individuals with

depression does not suggest how to in�uence this activity to treat depression in the context of the person’s

environment.  Similarly, simply identifying the in�uences that lead arbitral actors to make certain

decisions does not help improve decision-making within arbitration. Arbitration, however, is an applied

discipline, and although understanding the mechanics behind the reasoning of arbitrators can be

interesting from a purely psychological standpoint, from the perspective of the arbitration community’s

de�nition of ‘successful working’, such considerations are clearly less important than the goal of improving

arbitrator reasoning where improvements can be made.

p. 917

28

29

This said, it is important to acknowledge that even within contextualism itself there are further distinctions

made by psychologists, and so it is important to clarify the particular version of contextualism on which this

chapter will rely. In particular, a distinction has often been drawn within psychological literature between

what is termed ‘descriptive contextualism’ and ‘functional contextualism’. It is the latter that will be used

in this chapter, but the distinction needs to be clari�ed.

As de�ned by Steven C. Hayes, a leading contextualist psychologist, descriptive contextualism ‘approaches the

study of a whole organism interacting in and with a historical and situational context much as a historian’.

That is, a descriptive contextualist analysis will ‘seek an active appreciation of the quality of an event by

situating it in its various contextual strands’.  The emphasis of descriptive contextualism, then, is on

creating a complex and detailed understanding of psychological phenomena. More speci�cally, descriptive

contextualism focuses on the goal of developing a narrative that will be acceptable to the individual. Yet just

as an historian may believe that a particular interpretation of an historical event will help a contemporary

political dispute, so a descriptive contextualist psychologist may desire that the richly detailed narrative

being sought will facilitate the individual’s achievement of certain goals. Nonetheless, since descriptive

contextualism does not speci�cally aim at the prediction and in�uence of behaviour, enhancing the

achievement of the individual’s goals is not essential to a descriptive contextual analysis, and even when

possible is decidedly subsidiary to the construction of a narrative satisfactory to the individual.

30

p. 918
31

This emphasis on the construction of a narrative, however, provides little bene�t for the study of

arbitration, and indeed would focus inappropriately on developing an account of arbitrator reasoning, for

example, that would be endorsed as acceptable by arbitrators. For that reason, this chapter relies instead

upon what has become known as functional contextualism.  While descriptive contextualism focuses on

providing a suitably contextualized description of events, functional contextualism emphasizes instead

‘the prediction-and-in�uence of events’.  In turn, while descriptive contextualism can be understood

through a parallel with the work of historians, functional contextualism parallels the work of engineers. As

described by Hayes, ‘Engineers have little use for knowledge in the abstract’, as ‘to know that a bridge will

fail is not enough—we must know how to make it not fail.’  Functional contextualism, then, attempts to

32

p. 919
33

34
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38.3.1 What is an arbitrator? The feedback loop of arbitrator role identity

construct an analysis ‘that points to features of the historical strands and current context of a psychological

action that can e�ectively guide the behavior’  of an individual.35 36

Functional contextualism endorses the descriptive contextualist’s attempt to �nd a richer explanation of

psychological phenomena than is sought by mechanists, but emphasizes as well the need to use that

description to a�ect future behaviour. For that reason it is ideally suited for the study of arbitrator

psychology, the ultimate goal of which must be to improve arbitrator reasoning and practice, not merely to

describe it, or to provide an explanation acceptable to arbitrators with their current practices.  Against this

theoretical background, the remainder of this chapter will provide an initial foundation for developing a

properly contextualized approach to the application of psychology to arbitration.

37

38.3 The context of arbitration I: The professional context of
arbitrator psychology

References to the importance of ‘context’ in understanding the reasoning of arbitrators might suggest that

focus should be placed entirely on external in�uences on arbitrators, such as social connections or

professional interests, and indeed, Section 38.4 will focus precisely on such external considerations.

However, as the previous section has emphasized, functional contextualism includes as context not only

facts and events entirely external to an individual, but also an individual’s own beliefs and mental states.

p. 920

38

This ‘internal’ perspective is particularly important to take into account when considering the contextual

in�uences on arbitrators, as the job of arbitrator is one of a small proportion of jobs in which the self-

conception of the individual undertaking the work stands to impact considerably on how the work is done.

Arbitration conferences, for example, are replete with panel discussions focusing on questions not only of

arbitration practice but, more importantly, of arbitrator professional responsibility and on the structure of

arbitration as a profession. Similarly, discussions of the true nature of an arbitrator, and hence of how

arbitrators should pursue their roles, are not restricted solely to academics, but are engaged in even by

practicing arbitrators. In short, the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’ is an active and important question for

arbitrators in a way that ‘What is a car salesman?’ is not for car salesmen, or that ‘What is a surgeon?’ is not

for surgeons.

39

40

The aliveness of this question has an important consequence for understanding the context in which

arbitrators perform their work. As already noted, while the word ‘context’ most naturally suggests

in�uences on an individual from the environment in which he is acting, context as understood in the

framework of functional contextualism also includes an individual’s mental states, which will potentially

impact on an individual’s actions just as will external events. The aliveness of the question ‘What is an

arbitrator?’, then, when combined with the prestige attached to the role of arbitrator within the arbitration

community, creates a situation in which individual arbitrators are encouraged to develop a conception of

what the role of an arbitrator is, while they are also encouraged to believe that adhering to this conception

(i.e. being a ‘good arbitrator’) is of fundamental importance.41

Arbitrators, in other words, are incentivized to believe that it is important that they perform their role

correctly, and they are a�rmed in this view by their encounters within the arbitration community. Needless

to say, to perform the role of arbitrator well it is �rst of all necessary to understand what an arbitrator

should do. However, because the role of arbitrator is fundamentally malleable and open to di�erent

interpretations, the role itself does not provide guidance on how it should be performed. Consequently,

to �ll this void and provide self-assurance that they are performing the role well, arbitrators are

p. 921
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incentivized to engage with the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’, adopting a particular conception of what

an arbitrator is, and attempting to adhere to it.  Since di�erent choices are possible within the same

community, and given that each arbitrator attaches importance to the correctness of his/her choice, the

arbitration community is encouraged to continue the discussion of the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’

This social phenomenon ultimately results in a positive feedback loop, as the importance of the question is

then con�rmed for arbitrators by the fact that the question is commonly debated amongst those who

practise arbitration.

42

Understanding the nature of this feedback loop is important for identifying how psychology should be used

to inform our understanding of arbitration. In particular, the feedback loop incorporates both ‘internal’

psychological components (i.e. the arbitrator’s views on the role of an arbitrator), and ‘external’ social

components (i.e. the arbitration community’s views on the role of an arbitrator). Without both internal and

external components, the feedback loop would not function, and the importance of the question would

diminish.

Because of the central role that social considerations play in the feedback loop, any examination of how

arbitrator self-conceptions impact on arbitrator performance must consider how that question is addressed

in the arbitration community in which arbitrators are operating. For the purposes of this present chapter,

then, the question becomes how the role of arbitrator is conceived within the international arbitration

community.43

As always in discussions of arbitration, a useful place to start is a comparison with the role of judges in

litigation. Arbitrators, after all, are commonly characterized both as performing a ‘judicial’ role in a private

setting and as providing a form of dispute resolution fundamentally di�erent from that available in court

litigation. As a result, the initial steps toward developing a picture of how any arbitration community

conceives of the role of an arbitrator are always fundamentally de�ned by negation, i.e. by delineating how

an arbitrator di�ers from a judge.44

Owen Fiss has famously described state court litigation as having the function of giving ‘meaning to public

values, not merely [of resolving] disputes’.  State courts, it is argued, are an important element of the

constitutional structure of the state, ensuring that the policies enshrined in the law are translated into

practical reality. This conception of court litigation as an abstracted and independent form of justice is

closely connected to the idea of the judges as a state o�cial, and with the principle of the ‘natural judge’.

Especially since the seventeenth century, the �gure of the judge is depersonalized:  the judge is not

important because of her personal features, but because she is a state o�cial exerting a sovereign power.

Moreover, judges are not appointed on a case-by-case basis, but instead have a continuing role within an

ongoing court structure. Parties, hence, have no direct role in selecting the judge who will hear their case,

beyond having the power to challenge a judge’s appointment where a con�ict of interest is alleged to exist.

The principle of the ‘natural judge’, in a nutshell, requires that parties are simply told the identity of their

judge, that identity being decided by the rules of the court system itself.

45

p. 922

46

The role of arbitrator, on the other hand, is indisputably more ‘personal’ than that of judge. While judges

are appointed through state-controlled mechanisms designed to emphasize the interchangeability of judges

within a speci�c court, arbitrators are selected by one or more parties involved in the dispute they will hear,

and are appointed solely for that speci�c case. This di�erence has important consequences for arbitrator

self-understanding: arbitration is fundamentally rooted in the idea that arbitrators are not interchangeable,

and that the style and quality of decision-making in any given arbitration depends ultimately on the

identity of the members of the arbitral tribunal. Arbitrators, that is, may not have an entitlement to the

sense of importance that unavoidably comes from a judge’s role as an o�cial exerting a sovereign power,

but they have a compensatory sense of importance derived from the fact that while an arbitrator’s role may

be less publicly important than that of a judge, an arbitrator always has his/her role because of his/her
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personal characteristics. As a result, every appointment as arbitrator serves as a direct endorsement of an

arbitrator’s personal value, in a way that is not true for a judge.

It is not, however, just any of an arbitrator’s characteristics that are considered in making an arbitrator

appointment, but only those that are important indicators of how the arbitrator will perform his/her role. In

short, an arbitrator attracts appointments thanks to those characteristics that reveal how he/she will

answer the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’

Yet while this conclusion appears to focus on the speci�c choices individual arbitrators have made regarding

how the role of arbitrator is properly performed, it is precisely at this point that social considerations

become important. The practical reality of international commercial arbitration is that the vast majority of

decisions regarding who should be appointed as an arbitrator are made either by arbitral institutions or by

the parties’ counsel.  In other words, in international commercial arbitration, appointment decisions are

overwhelmingly made by individuals within the arbitral community.

47

This fact plays an essential role in any attempt to understand arbitrator psychology, as it means that

although the most important consideration in an arbitrator’s ability to build a successful career is his/her

answer to the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’, arbitrators are not entirely free to answer this question in

any way they wish. Rather, the ability of any individual to build a successful career as an arbitrator depends

on his/her ability to answer the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’ in a way that is consonant with the views of

at least a substantial proportion of the arbitral community.  An arbitrator may well adopt a radically

unpopular conception of his/her role, but individuals within the community will see little reason to appoint

as arbitrator an individual who does not share their conception of how an arbitrator should perform his/her

job. Consequently, such an arbitrator either will either be forced to adapt to the social context in which

he/she works and adopt a more acceptable self-conception, or must accept a peripheral role in the �eld, and

an unsuccessful career.

p. 923

48

Within contemporary arbitration two conceptions of the role of arbitrator have come to dominate the �eld,

both currently existing, but each having predominance in a particular era. In this chapter we will refer to

these conceptions as the ‘oracle’ and the ‘service provider’.The ‘oracle’ conception of the role of an

arbitrator was most famously portrayed in the 1996 book Dealing in Virtue, the �rst comprehensive

sociological study of international arbitration. Relying on the work of sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, authors

Yves Dezalay and Bryant Garth argued that arbitrators compete with one another primarily by accumulating

‘symbolic capital’.  In the words of Bourdieu, the accumulation of symbolic capital corresponds to ‘the

acquisition of a reputation for competence and an image of respectability and honorability’.  Within the

speci�c context of arbitration, Dezalay and Garth argue that symbolic capital takes the particular forms of

‘academic standing, scholarly publication, particular kinds of practical experience, training in alternative

dispute resolution, connections to business, connections to political power, particular language skills,

pro�ciency in technical aspects of arbitration practice’.

49

50

51

In short, under the ‘oracle’ conception, the role of arbitrator is not directly connected with the ability to

reach legally correct conclusions, or to perform in accordance with the wishes of the parties. It is, rather,

centred on being the type of person who can be ‘trusted with your dispute’. The arbitrator has a place of

prestige within the dispute resolution process because of his/her personal characteristics, and delivers to

the parties a dispute resolution process re�ecting his/her expertise, including a �nal decision drawn from

his/her wisdom and knowledge. While technically the parties control the arbitral process, in reality they

have submitted their dispute to the judgment of an individual with the symbolic capital required to earn

their trust.

p. 924

However accurate this picture may have been at the time of Dealing in Virtue, there is clear evidence that in

contemporary arbitration another conception of the role of arbitrator has come to prominence, namely that
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38.3.2 Fuzzy-trace theories of reasoning versus other dual process theories of
reasoning

of the ‘service provider’. This new conception has evolved largely due to the success of arbitration and its

spread far beyond the limited realm of major international transactions that characterized arbitration at the

time Dezalay and Garth wrote. Arbitration, after all, is now used to resolve not only exceptionally complex

elite cases, but also a multitude of cross-border and domestic disputes covering a wide range of claim sizes

and prior party experience with arbitration. On a purely practical level, this has resulted in a substantial

increase in the number of individuals able to act as arbitrator, as the small group of leading international

arbitrators who so dominated the �eld in the time in which Dezalay and Garth wrote are simply incapable of

handling all the available work.

The consequence of this change, however, has been not just an increase in the number of arbitrators, but

also the rise to prominence of a competitor conception of the role of arbitrator, from being ‘oracles dealing

in virtue’ to being ‘service providers dealing in e�ciency’. This development can clearly be seen in Joshua

Karton’s recent empirical work, which demonstrates the existence of a shared assumption amongst many

practicing arbitrators, that they are fundamentally problem-solvers rather than policy-makers.  What this

means in terms of the arbitrator’s role self-conception is that the arbitrators’ perceived duty is to stay true

to the parties’ mandate, rather than merely to deliver a dispute resolution process as he/she believes such a

process should operate. In brief, ‘meeting the expectations of the parties’ is the categorical imperative of

the ‘service provider’ arbitrator.

52

There are, then, two conceptions of the role of arbitrator that can be seen to fundamentally structure

contemporary international arbitration: the ‘oracle’ and the ‘service provider’. Career success as an

arbitrator depends upon adopting one or the other of these self-conceptions, or else arbitrator

appointments are unlikely to arise.  Yet the feedback loop of arbitrator self-identity ensures that these

conceptions are far more than merely super�cial labels arbitrators adopt to secure appointments, and

instead play a central role in how arbitrators approach their work, and hence in arbitrator decision-making.

The next two sections of this chapter will elaborate more clearly on how the impact of these self-

conceptions on arbitral decision-making occurs.

53

p. 925

In order to understand the possible impact of arbitrator self-conceptions on arbitrator decision-making, it

is important to address currently available evidence on how human decision-making works. This section

will introduce what is known as ‘fuzzy-trace theory’, a leading empirically supported explanation of how

human decision-making functions, and will argue that it provides an e�ective mechanism for the

application of psychology to international arbitration.

One of the fundamental shared experiences of almost all human beings is what has come to be known as the

‘unity of consciousness’.  In the words of the philosopher René Descartes: ‘When I consider the mind, that

is to say, myself inasmuch as I am only a thinking thing, I cannot distinguish in myself any parts, but

apprehend myself to be clearly one and entire.’  Indeed, this experience of having a uni�ed mind is so

fundamental to ordinary human experience that individuals who claim not to experience this unity are

standardly classi�ed as having a psychological disorder.

54

55

56

Despite this experience, a similarly long pedigree exists for the idea that human reasoning is not actually a

unitary mental process, with theorists as early as Plato arguing for the fundamentally divided nature of the

human mind.  Although traditionally such views have centred on notions of a con�ict between reason and

emotion, or between conscious and subconscious processes, since the 1970s empirical psychology has

provided increasing evidence that the long-recognized experience of con�icting in�uences in human

reasoning does not merely re�ect the in�uence of non-rational processes on the rational mind, but is

57
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instead a fundamental feature of human reasoning itself.  In other words, that our undeniable experience

that our minds are uni�ed is actually an illusion, masking the operation of a far more complex and divided

human rationality.

58

This insight has led to the development within psychology of a group of theories of the human mind known

as ‘dual process theories’,  the most famous example being that developed by Nobel laureate Daniel

Kahneman and his colleague Amos Tversky. As most prominently expounded in Kahneman’s book Thinking,

Fast and Slow,  this theory builds on earlier work by Kahneman and Tversky on heuristics and biases  to

present a model of human reasoning as involving two distinct processes, labelled by Kahneman as ‘System

1’ and ‘System 2’. System 1 is ‘intuitive, automatic, unconscious, and e�ortless; it answers questions quickly

through associations and resemblances; it is nonstatistical, gullible, and heuristic’,  while System 2 is

‘conscious, slow, controlled, deliberate, e�ortful, statistical, suspicious, and lazy (costly to use)’.’

Importantly, Kahneman argues that most reasoning is made using System 1, with System 2 only being

invoked in a limited subset of contexts. In essence, under this model the human mind is designed to operate

quickly and e�ciently, sacri�cing accuracy in many cases, with serious deliberation reserved only for a

minority of cases in which correctness is both essential and feasible in the circumstances.

p. 926
59

60 61

62

63

This picture of how the two ‘systems’ interact positions Kahneman’s theory in the core of what are known

as ‘default-interventionist’ dual process theories. These theories acknowledge the existence within human

reasoning of distinct processes, but portray these two systems as fundamentally con�icting with one

another: in Kahneman’s theory, System 1 is the predominant mode of reasoning, but System 2 intervenes in

certain circumstances to deliver a more thorough and deliberative judgment.64

While default-interventionist dual process theories are certainly prominent in psychological literature,  a

second strain also exists, originating in work by Steven Sloman,  commonly referred to as ‘parallel-

competitive’ dual process theories. Under this model, both ‘systems’ are continually operating in all

reasoning, rather than System 2 merely intervening into the operations of the ‘default’ System 1.

65

66

Parallel-competitive theories have been argued by some psychologists to provide an explanation of human

reasoning more consistent with empirical observation, which supports the conclusion that di�erent

faculties operate within the mind simultaneously. Experimental research, for example, indicates that

memories are simultaneously coded in two forms: (1) in a ‘verbatim’ form that focuses on surface qualities,

such as exact words or pictures; and (2) in a ‘gist’ form that focuses on meaning, at the expense of precise

detail. That is, rather than a single memory being formed that initially has signi�cant amounts of detail, but

degrades over time into a vaguer and less precise recollection, all memories are simultaneously encoded in

both forms, with both types of memory then playing a role in how facts and events are remembered at any

given time, and hence also in how those facts and events are deployed in decision-making.

p. 927

67

By way of example, given the statement ‘the patient’s risk of heart attack is 20%’, the memory of this

information can be stored in ‘verbatim’ form as ‘20%’—a simple and precise statement that focuses on

detail, rather than deeper meaning. Simultaneously, however, a gist representation of the patient’s risk of

heart attack can be coded as ‘moderate’—sacri�cing detail for the sake of more immediately ascertainable,

contextually informed meaning, i.e. whether there is reason to be concerned that the patient will su�er a

heart attack.  In turn, whether the verbatim or the gist representation is relied upon in reasoning will

depend on the speci�c task being undertaken, and which form of representation is more appropriate for that

task.

68

While it is not possible within the con�nes of this short discussion to examine seriously the dispute between

competing dual process theories, or between dual process theories and other theories of the mind’s

operation, one dual process theory, Valerie Reyna and Charles Brainerd’s fuzzy-trace theory,  has achieved69
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particular prominence within psychological literature, and will be relied upon in this chapter as an e�ective

model for investigating arbitrator reasoning.70

Drawing strongly from work on human memory, fuzzy-trace theory uses as its core the evidence just

discussed distinguishing between ‘verbatim’ and ‘gist’ mental representations of facts and events.  Its

account of human reasoning then builds upon these two types of representation to describe two forms of

reasoning, which can be termed ‘analytic reasoning’ (relying on verbatim representation) and ‘intuition’

(relying on gist representation). In this respect, fuzzy-trace theory resembles Kahneman’s own distinction

between an intuitive System 1 and a more rigorous System 2.

71

Importantly, however, while in Kahneman’s theory an intuitive and quick System 1 serves as the ‘default’

form of reasoning, to be overruled by a more deliberative and sophisticated System 2 in certain cases,

fuzzy-trace theory does not prioritize either form of reasoning over the other. Instead, one of the important

insights of Reyna’s research has been that whether ‘verbatim’ or ‘gist’ memory representations are relied

upon in reasoning is determined by the speci�c task individuals are attempting to perform. In other words,

performance is impacted by the context of the task: if the task requires recalling and using precise details,

verbatim representations will have priority over any con�icting gist representations. If meaning has

priority, such as in the comprehension of metaphors, then gist representations will take priority over

con�icting verbatim representations. In many cases, however, both detail and meaning will be essential for

e�ective reasoning. In such cases, both verbatim and gist representations will play an important role:

verbatim representations provide an initial foundation, but if they do not decide the matter, gist

representations become important, with the decision-maker moving through progressively more precise

gist representations until a decision can �nally be made.

p. 928

72

Importantly, fuzzy-trace theory does not provide a uniform model claimed to be applicable to all human

reasoning, as Kahneman does with his System 1 and System 2. Rather, fuzzy-trace theory allows that the

nature of the interaction between verbatim and gist representations in reasoning will vary from one

individual to another, and will even vary over the course of a single individual’s lifetime. That is, fuzzy-

trace theory allows that di�erent individuals will rely upon verbatim and gist representations in their

reasoning to di�erent degrees. Adults, for example, have been shown to rely more substantially upon gist-

based reasoning than do children.  Similarly, substantial empirical evidence exists that as an individual’s

expertise in a �eld increases, her reliance upon gist representations and intuition-based reasoning often

also increases.

73

74

Fuzzy-trace theory, then, has substantial virtues as a model for the analysis of arbitrator reasoning. Firstly,

and most importantly, it is consistent with the available empirical evidence on human reasoning. Secondly,

contrary to theories that view intuitive judgments as merely a �rst-stage and ‘quick and ready’ form of

reasoning, to be overruled by more rigorous reasoning when important questions are at stake, ‘fuzzy-trace

theorists place intuition at the apex of [cognitive] development rather than at the nadir’,  providing an

account of human reasoning particularly suitable for the analysis of an expertise-based �eld such an

arbitration. Finally, psychologists using fuzzy-trace theory have developed a substantial literature aimed at

facilitating gist-based reasoning by decision-makers,  thereby making the use of fuzzy-trace theory

consistent with functional contextualism’s emphasis on ‘the prediction-and-in�uence of events’.  In sum,

fuzzy-trace theory is a parsimonious, robustly supported theory that is consistent with the functional

contextual approach that has been argued in this Chapter to be most suitable for the application of

psychology to international arbitration.

p. 929
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38.3.3 Fuzzy-trace theory and arbitrator reasoning

Section 38.3.1 argued that the self-conceptions of arbitrators in contemporary international commercial

arbitration can largely be categorized into two groups: ‘oracles’, who emphasize their ability to deliver a

high-quality decision due to their expertise and wisdom, and ‘service providers’, who emphasize their

ability to provide parties with a dispute resolution process that meets their particular needs. Section 38.3.2

then argued that psychological research on human reasoning has provided solid evidence for the existence

of two aspects to human reasoning: analytic reasoning based on verbatim representations of facts and

events, and intuitive reasoning based on gist-based representations of facts and events. This section will

now demonstrate how the insights provided by fuzzy-trace theory can be used to understand the impact of

arbitrator self-conceptions on arbitrator decision-making.

While it might initially seem possible to draw a simple parallel, in which ‘oracle’ arbitrators rely upon

intuitive gist-based reasoning, while ‘service provider’ arbitrators rely upon analytic verbatim-based

reasoning, it must be emphasized that, as described in Section 38.3.2, all human beings rely on both forms

of reasoning. That said, however, fuzzy-trace theory explicitly allows that di�erent individuals will rely to

di�ering degrees on the two types of reasoning, and it is through this �exibility that fuzzy-trace theory

can provide insight into the realities of arbitrator reasoning.  This is because, while the gist

representations used in intuitive reasoning are understood by fuzzy-trace theorists to be retrieved

unconsciously, verbatim representations are understood to be retrieved through a consciously controlled

process.

p. 930
78

79

Consider, however, how an arbitrator’s self-conception as ‘oracle’ or ‘service provider’ will in�uence her

approach to information encountered during the arbitration, and to subsequent decision-making. Take the

example of an arbitrator adhering to the ‘oracle’ conception, whereby private decision-makers are selected

because of their ‘wisdom’, ‘symbolic capital’, or ‘authority’. According to this narrative, an arbitrator’s

main duty is to stay true to her personal, distinctive viewpoints and convictions, as it is for these personal

attributes that the arbitrator was selected in the �rst place. Operating from this starting point, an ‘oracle’

arbitrator can be expected to approach a case by ‘looking at the big picture’, focusing on the essential

elements of the dispute rather than on details, and as a result making a greater e�ort to ascertain the

‘meanings’ that form the basis of gist representations, rather than the precise details that form the basis of

verbatim representations. Both types of representation will be formed, but an ‘oracle’ arbitrator is likely to

form stronger-than-usual gist representations because of the extra attention paid to meaning in the

examination of the case, and weaker-than-usual verbatim representations, because of the reduced

attention paid to the details.80

At the opposite end of the continuum, an arbitrator conceiving of her role as that of a ‘service provider’

prioritizes, as the reason for her appointment, not her immediate personal characteristics but her ability to

be entrusted with the task of executing the parties’ mandate scrupulously and to meet their requests and

expectations. For such an arbitrator, her role is to provide not an insightful ‘correct’ decision, but rather a

process that both parties see as fair, resulting in a decision that both parties recognize has taken their views

into account. Operating from this starting point, a ‘service provider’ arbitrator can be expected to approach

written submissions and oral arguments with the goal of understanding all the nuances of the case and

noting all the signi�cant details. Again, both types of representations will be formed, but the ‘service

provider’ arbitrator’s strong focus on detail over substantive meaning will mean that the arbitrator will

form weaker-than-usual gist representations and stronger-than-usual verbatim representations.

p. 931

Of course, when actually reaching a decision in a case, international commercial arbitrators of both ‘oracle’

and ‘service provider’ self-conceptions will ordinarily have access to the parties’ written submissions, and

often to a written record of any hearings. Consequently, it may seem unimportant how an arbitrator has
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initially approached the case, as the arbitrator does not have only his/her memory to rely upon. There are,

however, three important reasons why such a view is incorrect.

Firstly, arbitrators do not wait until all evidence is presented and all arguments made before commencing to

consider their views on a case. Rather, they will have been forming views throughout the course of the

proceedings, which will then strongly inform the decision ultimately reached. Consequently, the degree to

which an arbitrator has attended to the details of a case or to the underlying ‘meaning’ will have a

signi�cant impact on the views that arbitrator has already formed prior to turning to the written materials

and reaching a decision. In addition, psychological research has provided clear evidence for the existence in

all human reasoning of a ‘con�rmation bias’, in which new evidence is routinely interpreted to support pre-

adopted viewpoints.  Consequently, the views that an arbitrator forms prior to the �nal decision-making

phase have enormous importance for the �nal decision.

81

Secondly, both analytic verbatim-based reasoning and intuitive gist-based reasoning play a role in all

decision-making, with a preference for decisions to be rendered at a verbatim level when possible. Yet the

use of verbatim representations is guided consciously.  As a result, an arbitrator’s self-conception will also

determine the degree to which he/she makes a conscious e�ort to resolve disputes through reliance on

verbatim representations. ‘Oracle’ arbitrators, that is, will not only have initially developed weaker-than-

usual verbatim representations, which will then be less likely to resolve a case, but will also be less likely to

rely on verbatim representations than would a ‘service provider’ arbitrator.  Therefore, a ‘service provider’

arbitrator will be more likely than an ‘oracle’ arbitrator to have detailed verbatim representations that are

strong enough to resolve a case and thus avoid reliance upon gist. Furthermore, the role of conscious

control in the recall of verbatim representations entails that a ‘service provider’ arbitrator will be more

likely to attempt to store verbatim representations during the �nal review of the written record, and then to

recall them. The ‘oracle’ arbitrator, by contrast, will again have prioritized the meaning of the evidence

when reviewing the written record. As a result, each will get di�erent things from that evidence.

82

83

Thirdly, the ‘oracle’ arbitrator will be more likely to rely upon gist-based intuitive reasoning than the

‘service provider’ arbitrator, precisely because of the self-conception each has of their role as arbitrator. An

‘oracle’ arbitrator, then, will be more likely to conclude that the case can only be decided by looking at the

general contours of the dispute, while a ‘service provider’ arbitrator is likely to rely heavily on speci�c

pieces of information, rather than deciding a case on the basis of its overall ‘meaning’.

p. 932

Of course, the in�uence of the professional context of arbitration on the prioritization of verbatim or gist

representations is not, in itself, problematic: as fuzzy-trace theory demonstrates, the existence of two

di�erent modes of encoding and storing information is an advantage of human reasoning, rather than

something to be eradicated. However, it is important for arbitrators to be aware of the impact of their self-

conception on the modes of information processing. Keeping this in mind, arbitrators can predict and

counter possible risks. An arbitrator leaning towards gist representations, for instance, may risk forming an

‘overall idea’ of a case prematurely, and ignore subsequent inputs rather than encoding and storing them

through verbatim representations. In order to ensure balance in decision-making, this type of arbitrator

could make an e�ort to look at the details of the dispute in the initial phase of decision-making, so as to

avoid the undue marginalization of relevant information. Conversely, an arbitrator relying on verbatim

representations may try to develop a holistic understanding of the dispute throughout the procedure, rather

than focusing exclusively on precise, measurable information. Gist representations could then be relied

upon at the decision-making stage, should verbatim representations prove insu�cient. In other words, by

understanding the psychological phenomena underlying reasoning and the contextual factors triggering

them, arbitrators can attain the development of more balanced thinking patterns.84

Understanding the professional context of arbitration and its in�uence on arbitral reasoning is also

important for the purposes of forming well-balanced and e�ective tribunals. In particular, whenever the
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38.4.1 The hierarchic structure of the arbitration community

arbitral tribunal is composed of three members, the �nal decision results from the combination of the

arbitrators’ personal viewpoints. For this reason, the tendency of a member of the tribunal to prioritize gist

representations can be counterbalanced by another member’s focus on verbatim representations. If the

parties have appointed two verbatim-focused arbitrators, a more gist-oriented chairman could be selected,

so as to ensure balance in the modes of information-processing. Within such a tribunal, each arbitrator

should not see the di�erences in self-conceptions and cognitive attitudes as a problem: if understood

and valued correctly, this psychological diversity can be a signi�cant strength and distinctive feature of

arbitration.

p. 933

38.4 The context of arbitration II: The social context of arbitrator
psychology

In describing the in�uence of arbitrator self-conceptions on arbitrator decision-making, Section 38.3

argued that individual answers to the question ‘What is an arbitrator?’ are not developed in isolation, but

are rather the results of a complex set of in�uences coming from the arbitration community. This section

will examine the social context of arbitration more closely, in order to determine exactly how this context

can be understood to impact on arbitrator reasoning.

According to a commonly repeated narrative, those involved in international commercial arbitration can be

understood as forming a relatively homogeneous social group, the ‘arbitration community’. This

‘community’ comprises not only arbitrators, but also lawyers who specialize in international arbitration,

representatives of leading arbitral institutions, and even representatives of parties who regularly participate

in international arbitrations (typically, sophisticated commercial actors).  Moreover, the cohesive nature

of this community, so it is argued, has given rise to a normative set of rules and practices for the conduct of

arbitration, more and more often re�ected in soft-law instruments drafted to guide arbitration

practitioners.

85

While there is little question that there is some level of truth to this portrayal, it is a fundamentally

oversimpli�ed picture that fails to take adequate account of the centrality of local contexts and individual

actors to the operation of this ‘community’. Arbitration, that is, is a fundamentally unregulated form of

professional practice: while arbitrators and party representatives in arbitrations are overwhelmingly

lawyers, few formal restrictions are placed on who may participate in arbitration. Arbitrators and party

representatives need not be nationals of any particular state, have any particular expertise, or have any legal

quali�cations. In addition, even if they are lawyers, arbitrators and counsel participating in an arbitration

located outside the jurisdiction in which they are licensed may not be subject to any kind of professional

discipline for their actions.

p. 934

One possible consequence of this governmental deregulation would be adoption by the arbitration

community of regulations of its own, such as are found in parallel situations like the regulation of the

broader legal profession by Bar associations. Within arbitration, however, the idea that arbitration bene�ts

from being deregulated has itself become a norm. Consequently, not only is arbitration unregulated by

governments, but it is self-consciously left unregulated by the arbitration community.

This, however, does not mean that no regulation exists within arbitration at all. Rather, arbitration has

come to be regulated by a highly developed system of social recognition and professional status. Arbitration

is a highly sought-after specialization, with many more individuals interested in the �eld than there is

arbitration work to be done. As a result, those already in the �eld have taken on the role of informal
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‘gatekeepers’, identifying and promoting the community’s values, and providing opportunities to those

individuals seen to share those values.86

Equally importantly, the spread of arbitration as a form of commercial dispute resolution has caused a

diversi�cation and strati�cation of the underlying professional community, such that multiple distinct but

overlapping social groups exist. An individual engaged in arbitration in Europe may, for example, be subject

to the social rules and norms of a national arbitration community (as the primary community in which

he/she works), of a regional or cultural arbitration community (e.g. Scandinavian or French-speaking

arbitration practitioners), of a subject-speci�c arbitration community (e.g. energy arbitration, construction

arbitration), and of the community formed by the ‘elite’ practitioners of international commercial

arbitration (as the community he/she seeks to join, or of which he/she is already a member). This diversity

is indeed re�ected quite clearly in the variations that often exist in the rules of arbitral institutions, and in

the practices used in international commercial arbitration in di�erent jurisdictions.87

Just as importantly as the diversity of international commercial arbitration, what this more realistic picture

emphasizes is the centrality to the operation of international commercial arbitration of hierarchy. That is,

rather than constituting a horizontal community of stakeholders, the ‘community’ of international

commercial arbitration instead operates as a tiered structure, with certain individuals having particular

importance as providers of opportunities for career advancement. In other words, given the importance of

reputation and experience in arbitration, a small elite of highly regarded individuals can act as

gatekeepers, determining the career progression patterns of all other individuals operating within this �eld

of legal practice.

p. 935

What this means is that the rules and practices governing arbitration are not the result of a spontaneous,

peer-to-peer phenomenon of transnational norm-making, but are rather the product of choices made by a

relatively small group of leading �gures. From a behavioural perspective, these gatekeepers constitute an

in�uential portion of the ‘social-verbal community’ which reinforces appropriate behaviour and punishes

inappropriate behaviour. When an individual is attempting to ‘break into’ international commercial

arbitration, this will usually involve accessing a relevant local arbitration community, and in particular

building connections with those individuals actively involved in international commercial arbitration. After

establishing a presence in, for example, ‘international commercial arbitration in Portugal’, that individual

may wish to move into a higher tier of arbitration, and so will need to build connections with individuals

involved in another tier, ideally that composed of the most prominent international arbitration

practitioners, but potentially merely a tier that brings him closer to the top of the �eld. In order to move into

this new community, however, he will again have to build connections with individuals in that community,

in order to be provided with opportunities.

The important consideration with respect to this picture is that at each stage, career progression occurs

though interpersonal connections. Yet given the professional context of the relationships the ‘aspirant

arbitrator’ is attempting to build, the primary consideration as to whether he will succeed in building the

connections he requires is the views he expresses regarding the proper approach to arbitration. Where these

views correspond with those of a gatekeeper of the community he is attempting to enter, this signi�cantly

enhances his chances of entry; where they con�ict, the gatekeeper has no reason to provide him with

opportunities, for the simple reason that the gatekeeper believes the ‘aspirant arbitrator’ does not practice

arbitration properly.

To sum up, in an initial classi�cation we can represent the varying in�uence of di�erent types of members

of an international arbitration community along a spectrum. On one side of the spectrum we can locate

‘marginal’ stakeholders, who do not have a signi�cant ability to determine the success (or lack thereof) of

others in the �eld of arbitration. On the other side, we can locate ‘gatekeepers’, who shape the normative

framework of arbitration and can regulate access to the arbitration professional market and progression
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therein. Bene�ting from a hierarchically apical position, gatekeepers have a strong in�uence on all other

arbitration actors. Even this picture, however, oversimpli�es the reality of career development in a

fundamentally socially regulated profession such as arbitration. Instead, a more accurate picture will also

emphasize that di�erent ‘gatekeepers’ value di�erent things.

In order to better elucidate the scope of in�uence exerted by gatekeepers, it is useful to introduce a second

distinction, between ‘outsiders’ and ‘insiders’. Some actors look at arbitration from the outside: they are

not interested in the outcome of a speci�c case, but rather in the procedural conduct of the arbitration. By

way of example, arbitral institutions typically have the primary purpose of ensuring that the proceedings

are conducted e�ciently, with adequate management skills. By contrast, other actors are more likely to

evaluate the behaviour of an arbitrator from the inside: arbitrators sitting in a three-member panel, for

example, value not only the managerial skills but also the decision-making expertise of their colleagues.

Typically, insiders have access to the �nal award and form their opinions on the basis of the substance of

the decision, while outsiders are mainly concerned with the conduct of the arbitration. As a consequence,

outsiders mainly in�uence the procedural choices made by the arbitrator, but they do not generally impact

the outcome of a case. Insiders, by contrast, can in�uence the substance of decision-making. The

interrelationship between these elements of an arbitral community is pictured in Figure 38.1.

p. 936

88

Figure 38.1

The influence of actors within the arbitration community.

In conclusion, the degree to which an arbitrator may be in�uenced by a given member of an international

arbitration community depends on the degree to which and the manner in which this stakeholder acts a

gatekeeper within the arbitration community. By way of example, a popular arbitral institution is likely to

make a signi�cant number of arbitrator appointments, and therefore arbitrators have an incentive to

comply with its expectations, in order to secure future appointments. Similarly, a prominent and highly

regarded co-arbitrator can be a precious social connection for a newcomer trying to establish herself as an

arbitration specialist.  Conversely, community members that do not act as gatekeepers (such as a party

involved in a single dispute) are unlikely to exert a signi�cant in�uence.  As to the nature of the in�uence,

it is likely to concern procedure if it comes from outsiders, and substance too if it comes from insiders. What

must be emphasized, however, is that ultimately any international commercial arbitration community is

best represented as a spectrum, not a simple classi�cation. In other words, any member of that community

has some ability to act as a gatekeeper, but some have much more ability than others. Similarly, any

gatekeeper has some ability to in�uence both substance and procedure, but some have far more in�uence

over one of these characteristics than the other.

p. 937
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38.4.2 The impacts of cognitive biases on decision-making

This picture of the social context of arbitration having been developed, the question that arises is how this

context in�uences arbitrator decision-making. There is, for example, no evidence to support a �nding of a

widespread practice of arbitrators consciously adapting their decisions to the expectations of gatekeepers in

order to advance their careers. Indeed, the seriousness with which leading arbitrators take their self-

perception as independent decision-makers would make such a practice self-defeating, as any arbitrator

believed by his colleagues to engage in such a practice would be excluded from precisely the opportunities

he was attempting to generate.  The answer, rather, stems from the very fact that gatekeepers take the role

of decision-maker seriously: career progression as an arbitrator fundamentally relies upon convincing

gatekeepers of the quality of one’s decision-making. Each arbitrator, hence, can maximize her career

potential if she can show the ability to render high-quality unbiased decisions.  The next section will,

therefore, focus on one of the primary obstacles to the achievement of such a goal: the problem of cognitive

biases and the inherent �aws in human reasoning. Subsequently, Section 38.4.3 will illustrate how these

cognitive biases can be countered through actions by and on arbitration communities

91

92p. 938

One of the fundamental realities of all human reasoning is that human minds are imperfect ‘rationality

machines’.  While human minds are capable of doing remarkable things, they are fundamentally multi-

purpose machines, controlling decision-making, social interaction, communication, creativity, and many

other things. In light of this, it is hardly surprising that they are ultimately ‘master’ of none of them. The

di�culty this creates in the context of arbitration is that fundamentally arbitrators are decision-makers:

although high-quality reasoning is certainly not the only ability an arbitrator is expected to have, few

parties involved in an arbitration will be content with a poorly reasoned award by noting that the arbitrator

nonetheless had a great facility for multiple languages, or managed to be charming throughout the

proceeding. An arbitrator’s mind, thus, is a multi-purpose machine placed in a context in which most of its

functions are now deemed to be irrelevant, and its performance will be judged almost entirely on how it

undertakes a single activity, which it unavoidably performs imperfectly.

93

The consequences of the ‘multi-function’ nature of the human mind have come to be investigated in

empirical psychology under the label of ‘cognitive biases’.  While ‘bias’ is a familiar term within

arbitration, it is important to emphasize that it is not used in this context to refer to a prejudice for or

against a party in an arbitration. Rather, ‘bias’ in this context is a fundamentally normative term, referring

to situations in which an individual’s reasoning systematically and consistently departs from a certain

standard of reasoning. In turn, the ‘cognitive’ element of the label refers to the fact that the �awed

reasoning in question does not result from a particular factual belief held by the decision-maker, but rather

is a feature of the way the human mind reaches decisions—in e�ect, a ‘cognitive bias’ is like a piece of

poorly written code in a computer programme, which consistently results in the wrong decision being

reached whenever it is activated. Importantly, empirical research has demonstrated that these biases are

not �aws in an individual’s rationality, present in those who are bad at reasoning, and absent from those

who are good at it. They are, instead, inherent features of human reasoning itself—in short, there are

certain things human minds do imperfectly.

94p. 939

While there is signi�cant disagreement within psychology over precisely what cognitive biases exist, and

how they should be classi�ed, certain biases whose existence is supported by strong evidence have

particular relevance for arbitration. Discussion of some of these biases will be the focus of the remainder of

this section. However, it must be emphasized that the goal of this section is not to provide an exhaustive list

of all possible biases that may a�ect arbitral reasoning, but merely to illustrate the evidence that such biases

exist.95
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One of the most famous cognitive biases, known as ‘anchoring’, a�ects the ability of decision-makers to

reach conclusions without being a�ected by previously presented evidence.  In an early experiment by

Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, subjects were initially invited to spin a ‘wheel of fortune’ to obtain an

ostensibly random (but actually experiment-chosen) number, half receiving the number 10, and half 65.

Participants were then asked whether the percentage of African countries that were members of the United

Nations was higher or lower than the number they had just ‘randomly’ spun. Next they were asked to

estimate what the correct percentage was. The group that had received an initial number of 10 averaged an

estimate of 25 per cent, while the group that had received an initial estimate of 65, averaged an estimate of

45 per cent.  What is notable in this result, of course, is that although the subjects of the experiment were

clearly in�uenced in their estimates by the original number they had received, they would themselves deny

that they had been in�uenced at all—the original number, after all, was just a random number.

Nonetheless, the evidence is clear that they were indeed in�uenced.

96

97

p. 940
98

One response to this evidence, of course, would be to suggest that the experiment merely revealed the lack

of self-awareness of many people about their own reasoning, but that arbitrators, as professional decision-

makers, would be immune to such an e�ect, or at least be able to resist it. Other experiments, however, have

demonstrated clearly that the same e�ect is evident even in the reasoning of judges, also professional

decision-makers. In one leading study, judges who had been presented with inadmissible evidence,

including demands made during a settlement conference and conversations protected by attorney–client

privilege, were found to reach decisions signi�cantly di�erent from those reached by judges who had not

received that evidence.  That is, despite their own ruling that such evidence was inadmissible, and their

expertise as decision-makers, the judges in the study were clearly a�ected by the evidence they had

consciously decided to disregard.

99

100

Anchoring, of course, as already noted, is merely one of the known cognitive biases, and other biases are at

least as important for decision-making in arbitration. Indeed, whereas anchoring can seem to in�uence

only relatively technical aspects of decision-making, other biases have been demonstrated to impact

signi�cantly on the substance of the judgements that judicial and arbitral decision-making requires.

‘Priming’, for example, occurs when the existence of a particular stimulus, whether or not the subject is

consciously aware of the stimulus, causes a demonstrable change in the subject’s behaviour, compared to

when the stimulus is absent. In the leading experiment on this bias, it was hypothesized, in accordance with

what is known as Terror Management Theory,  that decision-makers who were reminded of their own

mortality would respond exceptionally positively to individuals seen to be upholding cultural values, and

negatively to individuals seen to be violating them.  Judges were presented with a standard case �le for an

individual arrested for prostitution, half the judges also being asked to complete a questionnaire prior to

examining the case �le, in which they were required to describe what would happen to them as they died,

and what emotions the thought of their death aroused. Notably, judges who completed this questionnaire

set a bail bond roughly nine times higher for the accused described in the case �le than did judges who had

not completed the questionnaire.

p. 941

101

102

103

Contextual e�ects have also been demonstrated to signi�cantly impact decision-making, even of

professionals. One study examined 1,112 judicial rulings, covering a ten-month period, by eight judges who

presided over three-member parole boards.  Such boards sat for day-long sessions hearing a series of

cases, with the day broken only by a ‘late morning snack’ and lunch. The study found a signi�cant impact by

comparatively minor levels of fatigue and hunger on the decisions made, with rates of granting parole

decreasing from 65 per cent at the beginning of a session to essentially zero per cent by the end of each

session. After a break and consumption of food, rates of granting parole immediately returned to 65 per

cent, only to again decrease steadily as the session progressed. There was no di�erence between the cases

being considered at di�erent times during the session that could have explained the di�erences in

willingness to grant parole.

104

p. 942
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38.4.3 The social context of arbitrator psychology and the problem of cognitive
bias

Researchers have also identi�ed the existence of a ‘self-serving bias’, which re�ects the tendency to

‘con�ate what is fair with what bene�ts oneself’.  In mock negotiations, Lowenstein et al. demonstrated

that subjects’ perceptions of whether a settlement is fair are strongly tied to their own self-interest.

Moreover, the same researchers found a substantial discrepancy between estimates by lawyers and judges

regarding the willingness of judges to allow reimbursement of lawyers’ fees in bankruptcy cases, with 37

per cent of judges reporting that they usually allowed reimbursement at the ‘value of the services’, while

only 15 per cent of lawyers reported the same thing.  While neither of these studies is expressly aimed at

the self-interest of a decision-maker, the existence of a self-interest bias clearly connects with traditional

concerns that arbitrators may be tempted to ‘split the baby’ in order to please both parties and maximize

their chances of further work. Importantly, it would mean that this could happen even if arbitrators

consciously rejected such an approach to decision-making.

106

107

108

Finally, in a situation particularly relevant for arbitrators, researchers have also identi�ed the existence of a

‘con�rmation bias’, which re�ects the tendency to ‘misinterpret new information as supporting previously

held hypotheses’,  even if the new information only ambiguously supports the previously held belief.  As

explained by one group of researchers, ‘there is considerable evidence that people tend to interpret

subsequent evidence so as to maintain their initial beliefs. The biased assimilation processes underlying this

e�ect may include a propensity to remember the strengths of con�rming evidence but the weaknesses of

discon�rming evidence, to judge con�rming evidence as relevant and reliable but discon�rming evidence as

irrelevant and unreliable, and to accept con�rming evidence at face value while scrutinizing discon�rming

evidence hypercritically.’  Given the extended period over which many arbitrations operate, the existence

of con�rmation bias obviously raises signi�cant questions about the relative impacts of early-presented

and later-presented evidence and arguments on �nal decisions.

109 110

p. 943

111

Arbitrators, of course, are human, and it can hardly be a surprise that despite their role as professional

decision-makers, they are nevertheless imperfect in that role. More importantly, however, it should be

emphasized that the fact that the reasoning of arbitrators will consistently depart from norms of perfect

reasoning is not necessarily a ‘�aw’ as such.  After all, the existence of these biases may be compensated

for by strengths in other areas of the mind’s operation that provide bene�ts to an arbitration, such as

empathy, interpersonal skills, and creativity. Consequently, that human minds do not conform to a certain

norm of quality reasoning should not be taken as a criticism of the individuals concerned. Indeed, the minds

of those individuals may be providing bene�ts in other respects, that would not be gained from a more

perfect ‘reasoning machine’. The question becomes, however, whether decision-makers are aware of the

imperfections of their reasoning, and how those imperfections can be dealt with in a way that maximizes

the quality of each arbitration.

112

Section 38.4.1 focused on identifying the essentially hierarchic nature of arbitration as a �eld of professional

practice, as well as the important role that social connections play in the development of a successful

arbitral career. Neither of these might seem to have an immediate relevance to cognitive biases, as cognitive

biases relate to the internal operations of the mind, while the issues discussed in Section 38.4.1 relate to

external social interactions.

p. 944

However, arbitrators are likely to believe that their career progression depends to a signi�cant degree on

their capacity to display good decision-making skills: ‘If I am seen as being able to deliver high quality

unbiased awards,’ an arbitrator may think, ‘then my potential to attract future appointments will increase.’

For this reason, while on the one hand it is undeniable that even specialized decision-makers are subject to

certain �aws in reasoning, arbitrators are structurally tempted to deny this risk, in order to preserve the
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image of the ‘good arbitrator’. Unlike judges, who are protected by long-term appointment and can

recognize their own �aws in reasoning as something to be worked upon, arbitrators endanger the ongoing

viability of their careers through such revelations. In a nutshell, no one wants to hire an arbitrator who is

known to have �awed reasoning, particularly when it is a predictable �aw that could be exploited by the

other side. In addition, public knowledge of �aws in the reasoning of individual arbitrators can be expected

to lead to a rise in arbitrator challenges, based on the alleged existence of a cognitive bias.113

Cognitive biases are, of course, not individualized, and so are not, as such, �aws in individual arbitrators.

They are, rather, common artifacts of human reasoning, and so �aws to which all arbitrators are subject.

Nonetheless, the social constraints within which arbitrators operate mean that it is unreasonable to expect

individual arbitrators to take responsibility for addressing the issue, as doing so will unavoidably involve

signi�cant risk to their career.  Just as signi�cantly, however, the discussion in Section 38.4.2 illustrated

that in many cases cognitive biases are signi�cantly contextual, and are tied to the way that the human

brain responds to the environment in which it is currently operating. Cognitive biases are not, that is,

‘machine malfunctions’ of the brain taken in isolation, but are instead consequences of how cognitive

functions are in�uenced by context. For both these reasons, while it is clearly desirable for individual

arbitrators to increase their awareness of their own cognitive biases, and to take whatever measures they

can to avoid indulging them, any serious attempt to address the problem of cognitive biases within

arbitration must focus instead on the social structures within which arbitrators operate.

114

One initial step in addressing this problem, of course, is education. This cannot be su�cient as a solution,

but it is nonetheless essential as a component, as only arbitrators aware of the degree to which and ways

in which they are personally in�uenced by cognitive biases will take steps to avoid those biases a�ecting

their work. The di�culty is how such education could be o�ered in a way that would not subject arbitrators

to the possible negative career consequences noted above. Arbitral institutions can play a central role in this

process.

p. 945

The social nature of arbitration as a �eld of professional practice has led to the development of a signi�cant

number of arbitral institutions throughout the world. While to those outside the �eld arbitral institutions

often seem to be little more than providers of administrative services, in reality they often serve as a social

hub for arbitral communities, providing fora in which arbitration professionals can make the social

connections on which careers are built, and providing educational programmes that practitioners can

undertake in order to be able to demonstrate their training in arbitral practice.

This social role of arbitral institutions creates an opportunity for addressing the training of arbitrators on

cognitive biases in a way that is responsive to the social context in which arbitrators operate. That is, by

providing training courses on cognitive biases, arbitral institutions would immediately legitimize such

training, as the institution’s central role as a norm-representer within its arbitration community would

ensure that taking such a training course would be seen as adhering to the community’s norms of good

arbitral practice, rather than as acknowledging a personal de�ciency that deviated from those norms. In

addition, providing such training through arbitral institutions would mean that arbitrators who took the

training would receive a credential from a reputable education-provider within their community, which

they could then use to demonstrate their enhanced awareness of and ability to address cognitive biases—

the identity of the education-provider serving to legitimize the training within the context of arbitration in

a way that courses from non-arbitration providers would not.

Of course, as repeatedly mentioned here, training alone cannot entirely solve the problem of cognitive

biases. These biases are, after all, inherent realities of human reasoning, and so will not disappear simply

because arbitrators become aware of them. To give one example, while arbitrators could be trained

relatively easily in the techniques of Bayesian reasoning —and such training would unquestionably be

useful—this would not protect against biases that occur under conditions where there is no normatively
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correct answer, as is standardly the situation in arbitral decision-making. Similarly, there is clear empirical

evidence that simply being conscientious about trying to suppress a cognitive bias is likely to be

ine�ective  due to the existence of a ‘bias blind spot’, as a result of which human beings are much

better at identifying the cognitive biases of others than of themselves.  Indeed, particularly

problematically for arbitrators, there is evidence that higher intelligence appears correlated with a higher

degree of blindness towards one’s own biases.

116p. 946
117

118

Training in the existence of cognitive biases, combined with exhortations to watch for bias and think

clearly, is therefore unlikely to su�ce. Combining such awareness with training in techniques that

formalize reasoning and remove some of the subjectivity of decision-making, such as through Bayesian

reasoning techniques, would be a further improvement. However, the social in�uences on arbitrators would

remain.

If cognitive biases in arbitral reasoning are to be seriously addressed, what is required instead is a

fundamental restructuring of arbitration as a �eld of professional practice. The current reality of arbitration

is that the feedback loop of arbitrator role identity encourages arbitrators to self-identify with their role as

specialized decision-makers—a situation that encourages over-con�dence in their ability to make reasoned

decisions;  the social structure of arbitration and the centrality of personal endorsement for career

progression undermines the willingness of those not already at the top of the �eld to critique those who

are;  the potential consequences of recognizing �aws in one’s own reasoning provide incentives for

arbitrators to avoid self-examination or attempts to remedy �aws; the con�dentiality that dominates

commercial arbitration means that the work of arbitrators receives little serious feedback, and negative

views by ‘outsiders’ to the �eld have little importance to an arbitrator’s career success. In short, arbitration

as a �eld of professional practice is very poorly designed from the perspective of encouraging high-quality

arbitral reasoning.

119

120

This does not mean that there must be a ‘revolution’ in arbitration (if only because such an event is

extraordinarily unlikely to occur). But awareness of the structural problems with arbitration as a �eld of

professional practice can indicate some workable alterations to conventional arbitral practice that will help

address cognitive biases in arbitrator reasoning.

For example, one arbitral institution has recently adopted a process of ‘screened’ arbitrator appointments,

under which arbitrators are not informed of which party appointed them to the tribunal,  and a recent

empirical study has indicated that such a procedure does indeed help reduce bias in arbitral decision-

making.  However, while such an approach addresses intra-arbitration dynamics, it does not address the

broader social context in which arbitrator selection occurs. In some cases, for example, it will nonetheless

be clear to an arbitrator which of the two parties was most likely to have appointed him/her. In addition, it

does not remove the incentives that arbitrators have to develop good impressions with parties likely to be

involved in future arbitrations, and so likely to make future appointments, or with arbitral institutions,

which also play a large role in making arbitral appointments. This broader social context can only be

addressed by altering the role played by parties and arbitral institutions in the arbitrator selection process.

Party selection of arbitrators is, of course, a central feature of arbitration, and provides parties with

con�dence that at least one member of the tribunal deciding their case understands their perspective.

Consequently, removal of party selection would undermine the ability of arbitration to serve as an e�ective

mechanism for the resolution of disputes.

p. 947
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An alternative is to combine ‘screened’ appointments with party selection from lists of potential arbitrators,

‘cab rank’ nomination to lists, and institutional nomination to lists of arbitrators judged to be particularly

appropriate for the case in question.  Pursuant to this system, parties are presented with a short list of

arbitrators, and are permitted to select any arbitrator from that list. Half the members of the list are selected

through a ‘cab rank’ process, in which names are drawn from a larger list of arbitrators, in order, without
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discretion. The other half of the list is selected by an arbitral institution, based on the particular suitability

of those arbitrators for the case in question. No indication is given as to whether an arbitrator is a ‘cab rank’

or ‘institutional’ addition to the list. Once selected, arbitrators are then screened from information

revealing which party selected them.

While this process does not retain full party discretion in arbitrator selection, it a�ords parties enough

involvement in the selection process that they can be con�dent in the constitution of the tribunal.

Similarly, while it allows arbitral institutions to use their expertise to assist parties in the selection process,

it guarantees arbitrators a place on a list whatever their relationship with the institution, and thereby

reduces the importance of social connections in the appointment process.

p. 948

In addition to alterations to the process of the appointment of arbitrators, increased publication of

appropriately redacted arbitral awards would also help reduce the impact of certain cognitive biases on

arbitral decision-making. One of the unfortunate consequences of the con�dentiality of arbitral awards is

that the reasoning of arbitrators is only evaluated by the limited group of individuals who actually

participate in an arbitration with them. As a result, the reality of cognitive biases means that arbitrators are

incentivized to align their reasoning with the most in�uential participants in an arbitration, whether

another arbitrator, an arbitral institution, or even a representative of a party. Broad publication of redacted

awards would reduce such incentives by ensuring that information on an arbitrator’s reasoning is available

to all individuals considering that arbitrator for possible appointment, thereby reducing the importance of

the approval of prominent individuals for success as an arbitrator.

There are, of course, other recommendations that could be made, and more ‘revolutionary’ suggestions

would centre on continuing and enhancing current e�orts to more e�ectively ‘democratize’ arbitration, by

encouraging greater diversity in terms of gender, ethnicity, and age of arbitrators. However, the guiding

point behind this discussion is a simple one: arbitration is a �eld that promotes itself on the quality of

dispute resolution that it provides, and yet the structures through which the �eld operates actively

undermine the quality of arbitral decision-making. Only by recognizing the reality of cognitive biases, and

of the in�uences on arbitrator reasoning of the context in which arbitrators reach their decisions, can

changes be implemented to ensure that the context of arbitration actually supports high-quality arbitral

decision-making, rather than undermining it.

38.5 Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to achieve two aims. Firstly, to introduce non-psychologists to certain elements

of psychological research and psychological theory that have a particular relevance for the practice of

arbitration. Secondly, to develop the idea that in approaching the application of psychology to arbitration, it

is essential to maintain a focus on the contextual realities of arbitration as a �eld of professional practice.

Arbitrations do not occur in a vacuum, and an accurate understanding of arbitrator reasoning can only be

achieved by combining the insights available from traditional psychological research with an awareness of

the social in�uences that play a central role in structuring the profession.

To achieve that goal, we have brie�y described the di�erences between mechanistic and functional

contextual approaches to psychology and have suggested that functional contextualism is most suitable

for analysing the psychological aspects of arbitration, due to its focus on attaining practical results while at

the same time accounting for the complexity of human behaviour. We have also examined the professional

context of arbitration and, in particular, the impact of arbitrator self-conceptions on arbitrator decision-

making. Relying on fuzzy-trace theory, we have argued that arbitrators who adhere to the ‘oracle’ self-

conception are more likely to rely strongly on gist representations, while arbitrators who see themselves as

‘service providers’ are likely to prioritize verbatim representations. Finally, we have examined the social

p. 949
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Notes

context of arbitration and its in�uence on cognitive biases, emphasizing in particular the impact on

arbitrator decision-making of the hierarchical nature of arbitration as a �eld of professional practice, in

which the approval of ‘gatekeepers’ is fundamental for individual success.

The application of psychology to arbitration remains at an early stage of development, and it is certainly to

be hoped that it will progress far beyond the relatively rudimentary observations made in this chapter.

However, the foundations on which a discussion is built play a fundamental role in how that discussion

develops, and the ultimate goal of this chapter has been to make a case for the bene�ts to be gained from

adopting a contextual approach that relies on solid empirical research, but applies the results of that

research with a developed understanding of the social realities in which arbitrators function.p. 950
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